Innovation and reliability in the

face of an ever-changing medical industry
Performance films for advanced point-of-care diagnostics
Be more confident in the process . . .
and the results
To improve patient experiences and outcomes, international
health care organizations and medical professionals are
demanding more accurate, smaller, faster, less intrusive,
and smarter solutions. That’s why, in the medical market,
Eastman Flexvue™ conductive films are trusted wherever
precision, quality, performance, and reliability are essential—
as they are in point-of-care test strips.
At Eastman, we provide world-class sputtered films and
sputtered film alternatives that meet end-users’ need for
accuracy, while providing brand owners with a menu of
choices for tailored applications and lower-cost substitutes.
Our research and product development expertise improve
point-of-care efficacy and work on staying ahead of the
changing requirements of the dynamic global health care
industry.

We are capable of sputtering thin films on flexible substrates
with thicknesses ranging from 48 to 1,000 gauge, or 12 to
250 microns. A state-of-the art, clean room manufacturing
facility and strict quality controls enable us to
provide only the highest levels of consistency for
a wide range of performance properties including:
• Coating thickness, 5 to 3,000 angstroms
• Light transmission from 94% VLT
to opaque

METERIT

• Optical density from 0.023 to 4.0
• Sheet resistances from 0.03 to 2,000
ohms per square

mg/dL

PM

The Flexvue difference
•

 ost and time savings from reliable manufacturing
C
and less waste

•

S peed to market through research and application
development support

•

Compliance with stringent medical standards

Specializing in sputtered films

•

Demonstrated lot-to-lot consistency

Flexvue conductive films are the most dependable in the
industry, helping to ensure that critical devices work the first
time—every time. These films feature cutting-edge vacuumcoated materials and processes to create a variety of flexible
electrode products. Our manufacturing and application
development expertise allows us to offer tailored electrode
films for specialized point-of-care applications; we can also
help bring to market new solutions to improve established
products, such as blood glucose monitoring test strips.

•

Increased market share through accurate, less-variable
performance

•

Better brand experiences

•

S uperior forward-looking innovation, technical support,
and film selection due to Eastman’s world-class lab and
product research expertise, which works to develop
sputtered films tailored to meet the needs of demanding
and specialized medical diagnostics applications

Manufactured to meet customer specifications and slit into
narrow widths in environmentally controlled clean rooms,
Flexvue operations provide the reliability demanded in the
medical field . . . time after time and roll after roll.

Conducive to consistent precision
Flexvue’s precise film coatings help meet stringent
international medical accuracy specifications. Our films are
produced in a clean room environment to ensure consistent
quality and yield within a roll and from roll to roll. We employ
sophisticated quality control technology throughout the
manufacturing process to monitor critical customer
specifications and parameters.
Flexvue products can be tailored with a wide variety of
conductive materials, processes, substrates, dimensions, and
unique specifications—including precious and nonprecious
metals or ceramics—in precise widths and thicknesses. By
tailoring formulations, we help you unlock elegant solutions
that fit your application’s specific needs and market goals.

Forward-facing innovation
Eastman has a long history of developing advanced film
products for established and emerging technologies alike. Our
technological expertise, global reach, and scalable production
capacity can help you leverage advanced films to meet
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evolving and pressing needs. We are continually working to
improve existing products and develop new products, using
innovation and best-in-class research facilities to create
solutions to the challenges facing the point-of-care medical
industry today.

Count on us
With more than 700,000 square feet of manufacturing
space designated to the production and enhancement of
polymer films, we’re poised to meet the growing demand for
technologically advanced performance films for the pointof-care medical market. Production capabilities include color
dyeing, sputtering, metallizing, release coating, solution
coating, laminating, and slitting.
The medical device industry changes rapidly. With
Eastman Flexvue™ conductive films, you’re ensured of
technology that can adapt along with the market. To see
how we can advance your vision in point-of-care medical
devices, contact your Eastman representative or visit
us at www.Eastman.com/Flexvue.
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Although the information and recommendations set forth herein are presented
in good faith, Eastman Chemical Company makes no representations or
warranties as to the completeness or accuracy thereof. You must make your
own determination of their suitability and completeness for your own use,
for the protection of the environment, and for the health and safety of
your employees and purchasers of your products. Nothing contained herein
is to be construed as a recommendation to use any product, process, equipment,
or formulation in conflict with any patent, and we make no representations or
warranties, express or implied, that the use thereof will not infringe any patent.
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR OF ANY
OTHER NATURE ARE MADE HEREUNDER WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION
OR THE PRODUCT TO WHICH INFORMATION REFERS AND NOTHING
HEREIN WAIVES ANY OF THE SELLER’S CONDITIONS OF SALE.
Safety Data Sheets providing safety precautions that should be observed when
handling and storing our products are available online or by request. You
should obtain and review available material safety information before handling
our products. If any materials mentioned are not our products, appropriate
industrial hygiene and other safety precautions recommended by their
manufacturers should be observed.
© 2014 Eastman Chemical Company. Eastman, Flexvue, and The results of insight
are trademarks of Eastman Chemical Company.
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